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Abstract: With the massive growth of the Internet, text data has become one of the main formats of
tourism big data. As an effective expression means of tourists’ opinions, text mining of such data has
big potential to inspire innovations for tourism practitioners. In the past decade, a variety of text
mining techniques have been proposed and applied to tourism analysis to develop tourism value
analysis models, build tourism recommendation systems, create tourist profiles, and make policies
for supervising tourism markets. The successes of these techniques have been further boosted by
the progress of natural language processing (NLP), machine learning, and deep learning. With the
understanding of the complexity due to this diverse set of techniques and tourism text data sources,
this work attempts to provide a detailed and up-to-date review of text mining techniques that have
been, or have the potential to be, applied to modern tourism big data analysis. We summarize and
discuss different text representation strategies, text-based NLP techniques for topic extraction, text
classification, sentiment analysis, and text clustering in the context of tourism text mining, and their
applications in tourist profiling, destination image analysis, market demand, etc. Our work also
provides guidelines for constructing new tourism big data applications and outlines promising
research areas in this field for incoming years.
Keywords: tourism big data; text mining; NLP; deep learning
1. Introduction
Text is an effective and widely existing form of opinion expression and evaluation by users,
as shown by the large number of online review comments over tourism sites, hotels, and services.
As a direct expression of users’ needs and emotions, text-based tourism data mining has the potential
to transform the tourism industry. Indeed, tourists’ decision-making is dramatically influenced by
the travel experience of other individuals [1] in forms of tourism reviews or blogs, etc. These texts
can give valuable insight for potential tourists, and assist them in optimizing destination choices and
exploring travel routes, or for tourism practitioners to improve their services. Tourism platforms
such as TripAdvisor and Ctrip now routinely provide an explosive amount of text data, which makes
it possible to use deep learning [2], NLP [3], and other machine learning [4,5] and data mining
techniques for tourism analysis. Studies [6,7] have shown that the competitiveness of the tourism
industry dramatically relies on tourists’ sentiment and opinions about the events occurring during
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the travel. In order to utilize this user-generated content properly and further to meet the needs
of tourists and promote the tourism industry, we need to analyze and exploit tourists’ needs and
opinions, and then identify the problems of tourism services or destinations, which has become a
new path for tourism development. Besides, as tourism needs become increasingly personalized,
visitors begin to pursue self-likeness, self-worth, and diversified travel experiences, and they are
no longer willing to endure delays or waits. How to recognize and respond to visitors’ behaviors
and needs quickly and identify potential customers have become essential factors for the success
of tourism stakeholders. By exploiting the subjective information contained in tourism text data,
we can assist tourism stakeholders to provide better services for tourists.
A large number of text mining techniques have been proposed and applied to tourism text data
analysis for creating tourist profiles [8–15] and making effective market supervision [16–25]. These
approaches exploit a variety of text representation strategies [26–32] and use different NLP techniques
for topic extraction [33], text classification [34], sentiment analysis [35], and text clustering [36].
Moreover, while aiming to make computers understand human language, NLP has become the
essential tool for text data analysis and is undergoing fast-pace growing based on the applications
of deep learning in word embedding, syntax analysis, machine translation, and text understanding.
Machine learning-based NLP techniques have been widely used in tourism text analysis, with superior
results [19,25]. In addition, due to its high capability for extracting selective and invariant features
from texts, and its independency of prior knowledge and linguistic resources, deep learning has been
reported to achieve higher performance than other approaches on many NLP tasks [32]. A range of
deep learning algorithms such as deep neural networks (DNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), along with special DNN techniques such as memory
strategies and attention mechanisms [37], have been successfully applied to NLP tasks.
Due to the significance of tourism text data mining and the emergence of a large number of recent
applied text mining techniques with diverse design strategies and methodologies, this paper aims to
give a systematic review of these tourism text data mining techniques and applications. This paper
divides NLP techniques into two types, in which NLP based on language scenes requires knowledge
rather than text, such as knowledge of the domains and common sense, while text corpus-based big
data analysis requires only an amount of text data for macro analysis. Figure 1 shows the basic process
of applying text corpus-based NLP techniques to tourism analysis.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the recent text representation
strategies and summarizes the basic applications of text corpus-based NLP techniques and their
applications to tourism text data analysis in recent years. Section 3 provides a global analysis of the
special tourism application techniques from the perspective of tourists and market. Section 4 also
provides guidelines to be followed in the design of tourism value analysis or tourism recommendation
systems, and outlines the most promising areas in the future of text corpus-based tourism big data
mining. Section 5 summarizes our work from the exploration of the existing techniques.
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2. Review Protocol Used in This Review
We have followed a systematic review protocol [38,39] to write this paper, to reduce bias in
literature included and to improve the comprehensiveness in our review activities. It is suggested that
following an explicit review protocol can help define the source selection and search processes, quality
criteria, and information synthesis.
We have used the following digital libraries to search for primary related studies:
• Google Scholar;
• Science Direct;
• ACM Digital Library;
• Citeseer Library;
• Springer Link;
• IEEE explore; and
• Web of Science.
The following queries have been created to conduct the keywords based search:
Text mining; topic extraction, text classification, sentiment classification; text clustering; tourist
profile; destination image; market supervision/demand; transfer learning; meta-learning; sentiment
aspect; aspect-base sentiment analysis; target-dependent sentiment analysis; NLP; deep learning;
machine learning; text representation; word embedding; document vector; supervised learning,
semi-supervised learning, unsupervised learning; short text; keyword; attention mechanism; tourism;
tourism recommendation; tourism hotspot; crisis events or emergency analysis; tourism dataset;
domain adaptability; tourism review. Logical OR, AND, and NOT descriptors have been used also
during the literature search.
We have also listed our inclusion criteria in Table 1.
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Table 1. Inclusion criteria.
Include Exclude
Studies focused on text mining techniques based on
macro corpus analysis, including topic extraction, text
classification, sentiment classification, and text
clustering.
NLP based on language scenes which requires
knowledge rather than text, such as knowledge of
domains and common sense.
Tourism related studies in which text is the main
research object, and other data structures can be the
auxiliary means.
Text corpus-based tourism big data mining related to
tourist profiling and market supervision.
Tourism related studies in which other data
structures (pictures, videos, etc.) are the main
research object, while text can be the auxiliary means.
Text corpus-based tourism big data mining related to
question answering, or others.
English texts. All other languages.
Studies published between 2014 and 2019. Studies published before 2014.
Peer reviewed academic journals or books, conference
proceedings. Dissertations, non-peer reviewed sources.
In person context. Online context.
Study selection procedure: We first checked the paper titles and then reviewed the abstracts,
keywords, results, and conclusions to obtain the first list of studies. Then, we screened the remaining
list by the inclusion criteria in Table 1. We then double checked the reference list to identify additional
studies that were relevant to our review topic. Finally, we evaluated the quality of remaining list of
related studies using the checklist as suggested in [40].
3. Text Corpus-Based Tourism Big Data Mining Techniques
3.1. Text Representations
Recently, text data mining techniques have been mainly based on machine learning and deep
learning, which play a decisive role for the improvement of NLP. In order to transform NLP problems
into the problem of machine learning, symbols such as text need to be digitized firstly; that is, text
representation must be obtained. In 2003, Bengio et al. [41] proposed a word vector model based on
N-gram statistical language, which pioneered the neural network as a language model. Since then,
a lot of word representations in low-dimensional space have been proposed, which are pre-trained on
a large set of unlabeled text corpus. In contrast to high-dimensional space, these word representations
or word embeddings can be compared in sematic distance and can be easily applied to other models.
Traditionally, word embedding methods such as Word2vec [26,27] and Glove [28] were proposed to
create a global word representation which considers the word in all sentences. Currently, more and
more works have started to notice the different semantics of a word in different contexts. For example,
contextual word vectors (CoVe) [29] capture contextual information by an encoder in an attentional
seq-to-seq machine translation model; and embeddings from language model (ELMO) [30] extracts
context-sensitive features from a bidirectional language model (biLM). Subsequently, with the proposal
of Transformer network, generative pre-training Transformer (OpenAI-GPT) [31] and large-scale
pre-training language model based on bidirectional Transformer (BERT) [32] pre-trained language
models from Transformers for extracting contextual word embeddings and showed better performance
than ever on many tasks [32]. Table 2 provides a directory of existing main pre-trained models
which can be used for generating embeddings as an input of the next model training. In addition,
the supervised methods for generating word vectors [42–44] can also promote word representations,
such as the methods for improving the topics extraction or sentiment classification and so on.
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Table 2. Pre-trained models for word embeddings.
Time Pre-Trained Model URL Accessed Data
2013 Word2vec https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html 24 July 2019
2014 Glove https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/ 24 July 2019
2016 FastText [45] https://fasttext.cc/ 24 July 2019
2016 WordRank [46] https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/wrappers/wordrank.html 24 July 2019
2017 CoVe https://github.com/salesforce/cove 24 July 2019
2018 ULMFiT [47] http://nlp.fast.ai/ulmfit 24 July 2019
2018 ELMO https://github.com/allenai/allennlp/blob/master/tutorials/how_to/elmo.md 24 July 2019
2018 OpenAI-GPT https://openai.com/blog/language-unsupervised/ 24 July 2019
2018 BERT https://github.com/google-research/bert 24 July 2019
A word is a basic unit of a sentence, paragraph, or document. To better represent a text, converting
the word vectors into a short text or long text representation is an efficient operation. Early typical text
representations have bag-of-words (BOW) and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
models, but these document vector models are usually too simple and lack context information and
word-to-word associations. They often perform poorly on some complex tasks. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) computes the distribution of topics for documents, which is commonly used for
representation of documents. Doc2vec [48] was proposed based on Word2vec, which considered
the context information and semantic information, while it is only slightly better than the simple
average word vectors of the document in the classification task. Aiming at it, Arora et al. [49] encoded
sentences by a linear weighted combination of word vectors for improvement. For a long time,
researchers have focused on unsupervised sentence learning, such as Skip-thoughts [50] and its
improved Quick-thought [51] afterwards. When the supervised task is suitable for sentence embedding
training, such as the natural language inference (NLI) task, the quality of sentence vectors learned by
supervised methods can achieve higher performance [52], especially under the framework of multi-task
learning [53].
The vector representation for the granularity of words, sentences, documents, etc., is the basis
for related machine learning, and the pre-trained models of these vectors provide the premise for
the input of other models. In contrast to randomly initialized vectors, the vectors provided by these
pre-training models can reduce the data demand and save training time for deep learning, and the
captured features of vectors can also significantly improve the performance of the model.
3.2. Text Corpus-Based NLP Techniques in Tourism Data Mining
This section analyzes four basic technical applications of text corpus-based NLP techniques: Topic
extraction, text classification, sentiment analysis, and text clustering. These basic technical applications
are the basis of related tourism business applications. In order to illustrate them and their applications
in tourism, we firstly analyze recent tourism business works based on these techniques and then
outline the recent techniques of the basic technical applications.
3.2.1. Topic Extraction
Topic extraction is a technique for extracting topics or aspects from large-scale text data, which
can give the decision-maker some insights and help them identify associated sentiments. In tourism,
topic extraction can be used to capture tourism public concerns and track hot events, by which tourists
can track travel trends and important events and tourism practitioners can find business opportunities
or travel crisis in real time, accordingly, to take measures to guide public opinion or promote related
fields. Hot topics are often reviewed and reprinted more frequently. Based on this idea, the study [54]
filtered out information with high evaluation and reload times, and introduced time distribution
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calculation methods into LDA to detect hot topics. In the study [55], Structure Topic Model (STM) [56]
was adopted to detect negative reviews and how public concerns vary over different hotel grades.
In addition, topic extraction can also be used to find tourism characteristics of attractions or build
tourism product and user profiles. For example, the study [4] defined the global topic as “scenic spot”
to filter noise semantics from tourism corpus, to explore the local topics of “scenic spot” by LDA,
and then display the distribution of the attraction types or the local topics in the form of attraction
maps. In this study [5], a season topic model based on LDA (STLDA) was proposed to explore the
topic characteristics of attractions with seasonal features, which was of great significance for mining
related topics with seasons and for personalized recommendations. In this study [57], a topic model
was utilized to detect explicit interests by interactions between users for the following users’ implicit
interest profile building.
Topic extraction has been studied a lot recently and is an important issue for tourism analysis.
There are many text mining techniques for topic extraction. Traditionally, keywords are usually used
for expressing the topics of documents, and keyword extraction has played an important role in topic
extraction for many years. According to existing studies, most of keyword extraction techniques are
based on unsupervised learning [58], such as algorithms based on statistical word features (e.g., TF-IDF,
Kullback–Leibler divergence, chi-square test, etc.), algorithms based on topic models (e.g., LDA,
etc.), and algorithms based on network graphs (e.g., TextRank, Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction
(RAKE) [59], TopicRank [60]). With the appearance of word-distributed representations, some works
have also tried to make use of Word2vec to improve keyword extraction, while only considering the
similarity calculation of words [61].
Keywords can express topics, but currently, their relevance with document topics mainly depends
on the improvement of existing probability topic models [33], such as the LDA model. As a probability
generation model, LDA can be easily extended to other probability models. For example, the study [62]
considered that different topics in the same corpus are often related, and used this idea as a research
perspective to promote topic extraction of the LDA model; some probability topic models for specific
tasks such as topic sentiments, time changes, document authors, etc. are also expected to extract the
topics related to target task [63]. To extract more relevant topics, some experts have also considered
using word-distributed representation to improve the semantics and syntactics of text information.
For example, the study [64] introduced the similarity of word embedding into LDA to calculate the
relevance of the acquired words; the study [65] improved the way of context acquisition by introducing
LDA into Word2vec; the study [66] introduced Word2vec to calculate the distance between the topic
vector and the document vector to correct the topics of LDA mining. Moreover, the combination of
deep learning and LDA has become another topic extraction method. For example, in this study [67],
a novel neural topic model was proposed to acquire the N-gram topic by the deep neural network
and then used LDA to obtain the topic representation of the document; the study [68] integrated LDA
into language model LSTM for joint training. In addition to the LDA and its extensions, there are also
methods for generating subject-related vectors by the neural attention model, such as Attention-based
Aspect Extraction (ABAE) [69].
In summary, researches about topic extraction are mostly dependent on the topic probability
model such as LDA, and improved aiming at different text structures. Topic extraction in short text
often suffers from data sparseness due to the insufficient word co-occurrence and lack of context
information. Using long text to assist short text by importing external-related information from
Wikipedia and WordNet, etc. [70], or aggregating short text based on the posterior probability of words
in original documents [71] can help with the short text task to some extent. Another approach of
improving short text task is to enhance the interpretability or the semantical coherence of the topic
model, such as informative words rewarding [72]. Besides, as above analysis, LDA ignores the order
structure of texts and the meaning of words, so it is one of the research directions that scholars have
focused on by exploring the features of words and sentences, etc., to enhance the ability of topic
extraction, and will be show great potential in the future. Except for the issue of short text, in business
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application, users or practitioners may concern different aspects of a topic or aspect related information;
the context information of the topic aspect is often used to explore topic-sensitive content [73]. In order
to understand a topic more granularly, the structural relation among topics is also a problem, which is
widely concerned such as the exploring the hierarchical structure among topics or the global and local
relation [74].
3.2.2. Text Classification
Text classification is a process in which the computer automatically classifies the input texts
according to their content, and it includes spam filtering, information retrieval, topic classification,
sentiment classification, and so on; sentiment classification of which will be discussed in the Section 3.2.3.
In tourism, text classification is generally about topic classification, and the topics of texts in travel
mostly involve various aspects of the travel process, such as transportation, accommodation, food,
entertainment, and so on. In addition, tourism texts such as tourism comment reviews are often short
but contain a lot of information. They usually contain multiple topics but cannot be attributed to one
certain aspect or target. Therefore, text classification in the current tourism field is usually carried out
by topic extraction, to extract all aspects of the text for targeted analysis [22,75].
Traditionally, text classifications are mainly based on machine learning such as Naive Bayes [76],
maximum entropy [77], Support Vector Machine [78], K-nearest neighbor algorithm [78], etc. They
usually use keywords or topics to reflect the feature of documents and realize text classification
automatically [79], which still plays an important role currently [80]. At present, the mainstream feature
extraction techniques characterized by keywords include TF-IDF and information divergence, and more
advanced deep learning approaches [81]. Besides, there are some classic feature representation models
for words such as Vector Space Model, N-grams [82], etc., but these models have some disadvantages,
such as semantic information being missing. With word-distributed representations, text classification
no longer relies on the keywords only and begins to pay more attention to the semantics of words
themselves. Following this trend, there have emerged a lot of text classification algorithms based on
the improvement of word embedding features [45,65,83].
Benefitting from deep learning, various researches on text classification techniques based on deep
neural networks have also made significant progress. For example, the representative and innovative
algorithms of CNN in text classification include the CNN proposed by Kim [34], character-level
convolutional network (ConvNets) proposed by Zhang [84], the CNN-based classification algorithm
applied to patent classification [85], the RNN-based text classification algorithms which includes
bidirectional RNNs [86], hierarchical attention mechanism (HAN) [35], and the recurrent convolutional
network (RCNN) [87]. In addition, the connection between CNNs and RNNs [88], the introduction of
multi-task learning frameworks [89], and the increased depth in deep learning models [90] will also
improve the performance of text classification to a certain extent.
At present, text classification models are mostly based on supervised learning. Supervised text
classification often relies on the integrity of the domain corpus, as well as its annotations, so researchers
are more concerned with the improvement of theory but lack of practical applications. In order to
solve the issue of few in-domain labeled data, many following studies have been made; Table 3 shows
four different strategies: Co-training, training samples extension, meta-learning, and transfer learning.
Among them, co-training and training samples extension need auxiliary training with unlabeled data
or external knowledge, but as the training samples increase, the noise in the auto-tagging instance will
continue to accumulate. Meta-learning or transfer learning attempt to learn general representation
or meta knowledge among tasks, but still have to make further improvement, such as in the issue of
negative transfer.
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Table 3. Strategies of few in-domain labeled data in 2018.
Author-Study Contribution Basic Language Model/Classifier
[91]
It proposes a novel co-training algorithm which uses an
ensemble of classifiers created in multiple training
iterations, with labeled data and unlabeled data trained
jointly and with no added computational complexity.
Naïve Bayes; Support Vector
Machine
[92] It uses the knowledge of Wikipedia to extend the trainingsamples, which is realized by network graph construction.
Naïve Bayes; Support Vector
Machine; Random Forest
[93]
It introduces an attentive meta-learning method for
task-agnostic representation and realizes fast adaption in
different tasks, thus having the ability of learning shared
representation across tasks.
Temporal Convolutional
Networks (TCN)
[47]
It proposes a transfer learning method of universal
language model fine-tuning (ULMFiT), which trains on
three common text classification tasks; it can prevent
overfitting, even with few labeled data in classification
tasks by novel fine-tuning techniques.
Averaged stochastic gradient
descent Weight-Dropped LSTM
(AWD-LSTM) [94]
3.2.3. Sentiment Analysis
In tourism, the application of sentiment classification techniques can help manage obtain tourist
sentiment tendency and opinions in real time, thus making appropriate measures. For example,
the study [95] proposed a tourist destination recommendation system by analyzing and evaluating the
user’s sentiment tendency; the study [96] explored the sustainable tourism development path through
the sentiment analysis of the user reviews of the shared bicycle system in Spain; and in this study [97],
a visual analysis system was designed to analyze regional trends and sentiment changes in visitors.
Text sentiment analysis is the process of automatically classifying the polarity of a given text with
subjective sentiments by computer. It includes many tasks, such as sentiment classification, opinion
extraction, and so on [98]. We only discuss sentiment classification here. The method of sentiment
classification can be divided into two categories: The first one is based on machine learning methods
such as neural networks, and the other is based on dictionary-based methods that use pre-defined
sentiment dictionaries such as WordNet, HowNet, LIWC, etc., which have sentiment-related terms,
and their polarity values. Dictionary-based methods are based on grammatical rules of text analysis,
relying on the quality of the sentiment dictionary and its continuous updating, involving more work
refinement, such as the extraction and discrimination of evaluation words, and the consideration of
the influence of the word contexts, etc. [99]. In addition to the two types of sentiment classification
methods, sentiment classification through the integration of machine learning and dictionary-based
methods also shows great potential. For example, this research [100] used the sentiment polarity and
part of speech in the sentiment dictionary to extract the feature of the text representation combined
with convolutional neural networks.
Sentiment classification with machine learning methods is mostly based on supervised learning
and relies on the completeness of the labeled training corpus, which is a classification method about
features. This research [101] pointed out that feature extraction, feature weight, and sentiment classifier
are three essential design elements that affect the accuracy of text sentiment classification. Based
on this, sentiment classification with machine learning is mainly carried out around these elements.
No matter what kind of design element, the optimal vector representation is sought to achieve better
precision and speed for model training. With the development of deep language models and their
superiority, sentiment classifiers are more improved and optimized based on recurrent neural networks
and convolutional neural networks [102]. Researchers have proposed different feature improvement
strategies. For example, for short texts presented on social networks, the study [103] used a two-layer
convolutional network to jointly train characters, words, and sentence features. For the long-distance
dependence problem of long text, in the study [104], a TopicRNN model was proposed to get the global
semantic information, which introduced the topic model to RNN model training to obtain unsupervised
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feature of document global semantic information. Aiming at the respective characteristics of the
classifiers, such as the dependence of the CNN model on window size and step size [105], and the
long-distance dependence problem of the mechanism of the RNN model, the study [106] proposed to
use LSTM as the pooling layer in CNN to promote sentiment classification. In view of the fact that
there are similar contexts in the representation of sentiment words and the opposite of the emotional
tendency of words, such as “good” and “bad”, the research [107] proposed to introduce sentiment
information into the word vector, thus promoting the learning and classification of sentiment words.
In recent years, the attention mechanism has become one of the mainstream techniques of text
processing due to its superior performance. In previous text research, the attention mechanism was
mainly applied in the recurrent network structure. For example, in this study [35], a hierarchical
attention mechanism (HAN) was proposed to achieve sentiment classification, which constructed the
sentence representation with the word-level attention mechanism and the document representation
with sentence-level attention mechanism. However, the recurrent network is a sequence-dependent
structure, which has a disadvantage in training speed and memory consumption. Aiming at these
problems, the Transformer model [37] was proposed, which consists entirely of attention mechanisms
and applied self-attention mechanism, and has a complete advantage over the structure of recurrent
and convolutional sentiment classification [108].
In the last few years, most of the research on sentiment classification focuses on how to improve
the classification accuracy of the entire text, but rarely analyzes the sentiment polarity based on the
aspects or targets appearing in the text. In tourism analysis, not only is knowing the overall sentiment
tendency of the tourists’ comments needed, but also knowing the various sentiments of each entity in
the tourism or each aspect of the tourist comments is required, so as to better self-evaluate and propose
more targeted solutions. Due to the complexity of the process and the lack of related corpora, most of
the works are unable to achieve an effective evaluation of aspect extraction and sentiment classification.
The research [3] considered the possibility of describing the topic words by considering the distance
between the topic words and the sentiment words, and exploring the preferences of tourists for tourism
products. This method is simple, but the accuracy of the result is low due to the existence of the virtual
target and the implicit evaluation object [109]. The study [22] extracted topics from the destination
reviews based on LDA and then analyzed the sentiment state of each topic in more detail or for finer
gain. The study [110] used text mining and sentiment analysis techniques to analyze hotel online
reviews to explore the characteristics of hotel products that visitors were more concerned about. Most
of these methods only make use of the model, while the adaptability of the model to the domain is not
well explained.
At present, sentiment analysis based on specific targets or aspects has become a research hotspot
for scholars. This method no longer separates the topic model from the sentiment analysis, but unites
them into a single model [109,111]. Most works for aspect-based or target-dependent sentiment
classification are based on supervised learning and achieve good results, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
While manually labeling data for the supervised model is usually insufficient and costly, unsupervised
or semi-supervised models can utilize unlabeled samples for training, which can resolve the problem
of insufficient resources. For example, the study [63] incorporated sentiment distribution and
sentiment-oriented local topic distribution into the topic probability distribution model, so that the
mining of sentiments and local topics was carried out simultaneously. The study [112] proposed to learn
specific aspects of word embeddings based on the Topic Word Embeddings model (TWE2), and used
the semi-supervised variational autoencoder (SSVAE) to perform aspect-level sentiment analysis.
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Table 4. Common aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) and target-dependent sentiment analysis
on SemEval 2014 Task 4 in restaurant domain.
Time Model Basic Idea Accuracy (%)
2016 AE-LSTM [113]
The target words given in each sentence of the training corpus
are vectorized and added to the LSTM model as input for
training together.
76.20
2016 AT-LSTM [113] An attention mechanism is proposed to capture key parts of asentence related to a given aspect. 77.90
2018 AF-LSTM [114]
A new association layer that defines two correlation operators,
circular convolution and cyclic correlation, is introduced to
learn the relationship between sentence words and aspects.
75.44
2015 TD-LST [115]
Two LSTM networks are adopted to model separately, based on
context before and after target words for target-dependent
sentiment analysis tasks.
75.63
2015 TC-LSTM [115] On the basis of TD-LSTM, target word information is added asan input. 76.01
2016 ATAE-LSTM [113] On the basis of TD-LSTM, aspect information is introduced intwo parts of the model: Input part and hidden part 77.20
2017 IAN [116] It learns attentions in target and context words interactively, andgenerates the representations for targets and contexts separately. 78.60
2016 MemNet(k) [117]
It uses deep memory network with multiple computational
layers (hops) to classify sentiments at the aspect level, where k is
the number of layers.
(k = 2) 78.61
(k = 3) 79.06
2018
Coattention-LSTM
Coattention-MemNet(3)
[118]
A collaborative attention mechanism is proposed to alternately
use target-level and context-level attention mechanisms. 78.8 79.7
2017 BILSTM-ATT-G [119]
Based on the Vanilla Attention Model, this model is extended to
differentiate left and right contexts, and uses the gate method to
control the output of the data stream.
79.73
2018 TNet-LFTNet-AS [120]
The CNN is used to replace the attention-based recurrent neural
network (RNN) to extract the classification features, and the
context-preserving transformation (CPT) structure such as
lossless forwarding (LF) and adaptive scaling (AS) is used to
capture the target entity information and the retention context
information.
80.79 80.69
2018 AE-DLSTMs [121]
On the basis of AE-LSTMs, this model captures contextual
semantic information in both forward and backward directions
in aspect words.
79.57
2018 AELA-DLSTMs [121] Based on AE-DLSTMs, this model introduces the contextposition information weight of the aspect word. 80.35
2018 StageI+StageII [122]
It introduces a position attention mechanism based on position
context between aspect and context, and also considers the
disturbance of other aspects in the same sentence.
80.10
2018 DMN+AttGRU (k = 3)[123]
A dynamic memory network which uses multiple attention
blocks of multiple attention mechanisms is proposed to extract
sentiment-related features in memory information, where k
stands for attention steps.
81.41
2018 MGAN [124]
This model designs an aspect alignment loss to depict
aspect-level interactions among aspects with the same context,
and to strengthen the attention differences among aspects with
the same context and different sentiment polarities.
81.25
In the training process, the pre-trained word vectors in these models were all initialized by 300-dimension Glove
embeddings and the sentiment classification was performed in a three-way classification.
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Table 5. Common aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) and target-dependent sentiment analysis
on subtask 1 (slot 2) SemEval 2016 Task 5 in restaurant domain.
Time Model Basic Idea Accuracy (%)
2019 BERT [125] Bidirectional Transformer (BERT) is extended with an additionaltask-specific layer and fine-tuned on each end task 81.54
2019 BERT-PT [125]
On the basis of BERT, two pre-training objectives are used:
Masking language model (MLM) and next sentence prediction
(NSP), to post-train domain knowledge, and else task (MRC)
knowledge.
84.95
The sentiment classification is performed in a three-way classification.
As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the sentiment classification algorithms are all trained on existing
data sets from SemEval2014 and SemEval2016 on which they achieved excellent performance, while
the limited data sets making them not universally applicable in other new domains. An effective
way to enhancing the ability of automatic labeling for target domain is learning shared features
from source domain or transferring knowledge from source domain into target domain. Aiming
at it, some works have been done attempting to enhance transfer learning, such as importing of
domain knowledge into the training process expecting to contribute to the knowledge transfer for
realizing cross-domain aspect sentiment classification [126], but which still need human intervention
or processing in a semi-supervised manner. As a result, in tourism application, few studies about
aspect-based or target-dependent sentiment classification have been made. The study [2] considered
using lda2vec to explore the focuses of tourist reviews and also as an input knowledge to enhance the
sentiment analysis of these focuses, but still had room for fine-grained sentiment analysis for aspects.
The study [127] proposed a novel probability model to judge user sentiment and topic sentiment in an
unsupervised manner, which provides a direction for tourism recommendation due to its introduction
of user information, but an effective evaluation method is needed.
In summary, the sentiment classification model, improved by the attention mechanism, will be
the mainstream trend in the future. In addition, based on the study of sentiment targets or sentiment
aspects, the sentiments can be more fine-grained and interpretable, which will be more conducive to
the practical application analysis of tourism.
3.2.4. Text Clustering
Text clustering mainly involves unsupervised algorithms that can discover potential knowledge
and rules from large-scale text data sets, facilitating the effective organization, abstracting,
and navigation of texts. In the field of tourism, text clustering is mainly applied in the research
of tourist hotspots or emergencies. For example, the study [128] performed co-occurrence clustering
analysis by constructing a high-frequency word co-occurrence matrix in order to acquire hot things,
and measured the weights of the connection between the regions within or outside the Tibet by
degree centrality in the social network map; the tourist hotspots and their interrelationships were
then obtained and tourism planning was further promoted. In this study [129], cohesive hierarchical
clustering methods were used to detect the emergencies by using bursty topics to represent texts.
Besides, text clustering can also be applied in the subdivision problem of the tourism market in which
a clustering method is used to obtain different characteristics of the group for targeted analysis and
self-improvement. In this study [130], the collaborative clustering algorithm was used to cluster
the five-star hotels and hotel reviews in Rome from two dimensions, which not only solved the
feature clustering of each hotel, but also solved the description of the features. As mentioned above,
text clustering can be an efficient method for tourism analysis. Next we will review it from the
technical perspective.
The object for text clustering can be documents, sentences, paragraphs, and so on. Similarity is
the basis of text clustering. At present, the mainstream text similarity calculation method is mainly
based on vector space method, including cosine similarity, Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance,
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and so on. With the development of deep learning, word vectors generated by neural networks such as
Word2vec can make words closer in semantic distance, and are more suitable for similarity calculation
of various text granularities.
Document clustering techniques include multiple types, such as agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm, partitioning clustering algorithm, density-based clustering algorithm, etc.
Different clustering algorithms have different requirements for application scenarios, and the prior
knowledge of specific tasks [131] must be considered. Currently, there are few researches on text
clustering algorithms. The main reason is that the computational overhead of clustering algorithms
tends to be large. When the amount of data rises to a certain extent, most clustering algorithms cannot
be used, so the time complexity of most clustering algorithms needs to be considered [132]. K-means,
which belongs to the partitioning clustering algorithm, is a commonly used text clustering algorithm
whose disadvantage is that it cannot effectively determine the number of clusters and select the initial
clustering point, and has poor performance on high dimensional data, etc. While compared to other
clustering algorithms, K-means is fast and easy to implement on a huge database [36]. Consequently,
there are many researches carried out based on K-means, such as through optimization or dynamic
definition of the initial clustering point [133,134], improvement of text representation by genetic
algorithm, graph structure, deep learning, etc. [135–137], and optimization of algorithm objective
function [138].
Text clustering can also be a semi-supervised algorithm, which mainly uses text labels like potential
topics as prior knowledge to guide the clustering process, and is a bridge connecting unsupervised
clustering and supervised classification problems [139]. The semi-supervised clustering algorithm is
usually a combination of unsupervised clustering algorithm and supervised model, which is mainly
used to find the similarity between texts and label data samples currently, and can alleviate the
demand for data volume and improve the performance of supervised models. With the research and
application of large-scale knowledge graph, text clustering algorithms will play more of a role—for
example, clustering algorithms can be used to build hierarchical ontological relationships, discover
semantic relationships between domain concepts [140], and gradually form large-scale semantic
network diagrams, etc.
4. Applications of Text Corpus-Based Tourism Big Data Mining
The tourism process mainly includes five stages: Imagination, planning, scheduling, experience,
and sharing [141]. The sharing stage is the most critical stage in the tourism process. Whether tourism
behavior occurs or not depends on whether the plan is successfully completed, and the tourism
plan depends on other completed visitor shares. If a tourism stakeholder or destination wants to
improve their services and attract more visitors, it must know what the tourists are thinking and
needs to understand their preferences, needs, and purposes. As tourists, they hope that the journey
will involve “zero” conflict, and they can get useful information from the travel network platform.
The recommended destination is based on their preferences, and the tour route is greatly optimized.
Tourists share the experience based on their own experience, which can not only reflect their
preferences, but also the problems of tourism stakeholders and destinations in time. From the tourism
innovative applications based on the techniques of text corpus-based tourism big data mining, this
section analyzes the two main tourism application scenarios: Tourist profile and market supervision.
4.1. Tourist Profile
Tourist profile is used to abstract the specific labels from the attribute information of a tourist.
The attributes usually include: Demographic characteristics (individual or organization, age, gender,
location), mental state and lifestyle (education, profession, purchasing ability, family, property,
emotional attitude, interest, fear, etc.), travel preferences, and travel purposes. The tourist attributes
are diverse, which leads to that the demand is also diverse, driven by the consumption upgrade [142].
Therefore, tourist market segmentation is of great significance to tourism destinations such as the
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discovery of market opportunities, the planning of right marketing and competition strategies, and the
realization of personalized recommendations.
By dividing their natural attributes, tourists can be divided into female and male groups, youth and
old age groups, single and married groups, local and foreign groups, etc. By the analysis of preferences
and behaviors, tourists can be divided into more groups such as travel buyers, the decompressions,
and so on. Different groups have different characteristics, and individuals with the same attributes may
have similarities in tourism behavior [143]. Study [73] has confirmed that differences in tourist attributes
can also lead to differences in tourist perceptions. Through the study of the Cape Town tourism
market [144], it was found that visitors’ age, place of residence, destination stay time, return visits, etc.,
had an important influence on the perception of tourists, and the sentiments they conveyed [145] also
had different characteristics.
Tourist profile are an important means of understanding tourist behavior and meeting the tourist
expectation. Since the content of the tourists’ comments often reflects their subjective thinking, we
can extract information such as preferences, concerns, and purposes of different tourists from the
texts. By obtaining their relevant attributes, tourists’ profiles can be effectively created. While how to
generate user profiles through practical text analysis is still a hot and challenging issue for scholars,
through literature research, it has been found that user profiles are mainly obtained by supervised
learning, or realized by the feature recognition from data labeled gender, age, occupation, ratings,
and so on [14]. In addition, the user attributes for profiles are always treated as isolated in feature
recognition; in other words, the relationship between user attributes is ignored, while the attributes are
often interrelated. Aiming at this problem, multiple attributes joint learning can be efficient to improve
the user attribute prediction [8]. However, although the supervised learning for tourist profiles has
achieved good results, it still has limitations because its performance depends entirely on the number
of data and its domain. Taking some sample data as the research object, the study [9] extracted the
“co-words” from different users in the sample to obtain a universal judgment criterion for each user,
but the viewpoints or conclusions derived from the sample were often one-sided due to the limited
numbers. By using the text information from a large number of existing users on social media, a unified
user vector learning model can be obtained to fill the knowledge gap between the source social media
and the target social media, and then the problem of uncertainty of user labels for the target media
can be solved [10]. Similar works [15] were also done, which considered matching user accounts
on different social networks to build user profiles by user identification based on User Generated
Content (UGC) in a supervised manner. These methods are all based on this assumption that the
data for the same attribute or the same person has common features, such as commonality of the
same gender [13], to resolve the problem of the limited labeled data. In supervised learning, current
methods for tourist profiles are usually around gender, age, and other explicit feature predictions.
The topic-based model is an unsupervised algorithm which can extract user preferences or hobbies,
etc., and is an efficient method for the acquisition of the user’s attribute information, except for explicit
feature classification [11]. Furthermore, the unsupervised aspect-based or target-dependent sentiment
analysis, which is studied a lot currently, can recognize user preference for aspects or the target,
and provide a more fine-grained analysis for user profiles [12].
Tourist profile is a feature extraction process and a vital step of the personalized recommendation
in tourism big data mining. The personalized recommendation system is a process of intelligent
recommending for users according to their preferences, habits, and individual needs. In the field
of tourism, the recommendation system is more complicated, because we not only need to consider
personal attributes, but also need consider travel characteristics. These two considerations jointly
determine tourist decision-making behavior [146]. Travel characteristics include destination type,
travel distance, traffic mode, travel expenses, and so on. Different tourist personal attributes have
different features in the performance of travel characteristics [147], and tourist characteristics directly
influence the choice of travel characteristics, such as the choice of destination.
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Mastering the tourist psychological characteristics in travel planning is the critical procedure
for a good personalized recommendation system design, and the text reviews become an important
supplement to the data sparsity in the tourism recommendation process. By mining user reviews, user
preferences, and travel destination, reputation or features can be gained and introduced to the travel
recommendation system for final recommendations [148]. Because the topic model can detect tourists’
preferences, frequent behaviors, or new travel trends in an unsupervised manner, it has become a
hot research direction for scholars. For example, the study [149] mined the feature information of
tourists and locations by the topic model, and used knowledge-based filtering techniques to achieve
destination recommendations for tourists by semantic similarity. The study [150] proposed a Topic
Criterion (TC) model by improving the topic model and the Topic Sentiment Criterion (TSC) model
to calculate tourist profiles and item profiles, as well as their matching degrees to achieve project
recommendations for potential tourists. In addition, some scholars have also considered the context
of travel in the recommendation process, such as seasons, holidays, etc. In the study [95], a text
mining technique was used to calculate the user’s sentiment tendency toward the destination, and the
influence of time elements such as seasons and holidays on the tourists’ sentiments were considered
comprehensively to promote the tourism recommendation system greatly. Based on the literature
research of tourism recommendation system [151,152], we summarize the general framework of the
tourism recommendation system based on text mining (shown in Figure 2).
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of the tourism system depends on the existence of tourist demand, which is always related to aspects of
the tourism process such as “food, accommodation, transport, sightseeing, purchase, entertainment”,
and is diverse due to the difference of tourist natural and social attributes. By the analysis of tourist
demand and preferences, researchers or practitioners can assess the market composition of tourism
destinations and adjust the tourism market resource allocation or make marketing strategies to
aximize the degree of satisfaction of tourists.
In the context of big data, the online tourism market is gradually driven by user data. Texts,
as a main component of user-generated content, can accurately reflect the needs of visitors. From
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the perspective of market or tourism stakeholders, this paper summarizes five aspects of text content
analysis: Target topic, dimension and weight of concerns, satisfaction evaluation or preference, the
reason for sentiment, and new trend, to assist market strategy planning. The analysis of specific “target
topic” of the text can analyze the tourist needs more specifically; “dimension and weight of concerns”
is to analyze the tourist demand from their attention to various aspects and compute their weights
on the attention; “satisfaction evaluation or preference” is to analyze the sentiment orientation of
comments to obtain tourists’ satisfaction with the travel experience; “the reason for sentiment” uses
sentiment cause detection techniques to detect the cause of sentiment in order to find the reason behind
the sentiment; and the “new trend” analyzes the emergence and developing process of new things from
the perspective of time series. Next, we will explain with examples in detail. The study [17] explored
the key elements of hotel customer comment by the topic model LDA and analyzed the significance
of their influence through the perception map of hotel reviews, which are important for the analysis
of customer satisfaction. The study [18] combined the three elements of tourist market share, tourist
sentiment orientation, and potential tourist awareness to define and calculate the competitiveness of
the tourism destination market, the tourists’ sentiment orientation of which is obtained through the
sentiment analysis model based on text comments. In this study [19], sentiment analysis on a specific
topic, “traffic”, was conducted to analyze the causes of negative sentiments by using the method of
co-occurrence of words and evaluation objects.
The destination image is a reflection of the tourist market, including the national country image,
the city image, the scenic spot image, etc. Research on the destination image was first proposed by
Gunn [153]. As a basis of market positioning, the destination image has attracted a lot of attention
from scientists. Compared with the traditional customer survey method, the method of user-generated
text analysis can reflect the various dimensions of the destination image more accurately [154], and the
real travel experience of the tourists can effectively improve the accuracy of the destination image
evaluation [155]. This research [20] was the early study of using online text content for destination
image analysis. With the rapid process of “Internet Tourism”, more and more researches have begun
to explore text analysis as a means of destination image analysis [16,21].
In the process of evaluating the destination image, it is necessary to recognize the tourists’
sentiments and the sentiments for all aspects in their tourism in order to assess the satisfaction of the
destination components [21,22]. Specifically, the components which compose the destination image
are extracted by text mining techniques, and the sentiment analysis is performed for each component
to obtain the satisfaction evaluation. Figure 3 shows the key determinants of tourist satisfaction and
their impact from a macro-causal perspective. Customer satisfaction is determined by a combination
of customer expectations, perceived quality, and value; it has a direct effect on customer loyalty,
which is essential for destinations in gaining competitive advantage [156,157]. Besides, because the
determinants of tourist satisfaction may be different for different destinations, it is also a feasible
method for studying the constituent variables of the image and their weights [23] to promote the
evaluation of destination image.
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geographic patterns in travel journals. The study [25] used the maximum confidence and frequent 
mining patterns to capture neighborhood relationships of the attractions in the tourist log, and further 
to obtain the most famous sights and frequent tourist routes. Some scholars also use the method of 
keyword extraction or text clustering to explore the common concerns, get tourist hotspot events, and 
use sentiment analysis techniques to obtain public opinion orientation with the event [158]. For 
emergencies or crisis events, due to their real-time characteristics—that is, sudden bursts of growth 
in a short time—the timing changes of words need to be considered. 
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about current hot spots, hot issues, or public opinion crisis. Especially in the era of highly developed
online media, these concerns are often presented in the form of text on the network platform and
show high-frequency characteristics. Some scholars take this as a point of view, using statistical word
frequency and word frequency co-occurrence to explore tourism hotspots. In the study [24], the location
of popular attractions and tourist routes were obtained by mining frequent geographic patterns in
travel journals. The study [25] used the maximum confidence and frequent mining patterns to capture
neighborhood relationships of the attractions in the tourist log, and further to obtain the most famous
sights and frequent tourist routes. Some scholars also use the method of keyword extraction or text
clustering to explore the common concerns, get tourist hotspot events, and use sentiment analysis
techniques to obtain public opinion orientation with the event [158]. For emergencies or crisis events,
due to their real-time characteristics—that is, sudden bursts of growth in a short time—the timing
changes of words need to be considered.
For the convenience of readers, we summarize the main contributions, benefits, and main methods
of a selected list of informative articles in Table 6.
Table 6. Informative articles about text corpus-based tourism big data mining between 2015 and 2019.
Contributions Benefits Methods
[5]
The topic features of attractions in the context
of seasons are firstly explored, which are
precisely at the fine-grained season levels.
The proposed a season topic
model based on LDA (STLDA)
model can distinguish
attractions with different
seasonal feature distributions,
which helps improve
personalized recommendations.
Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA)
[12]
This paper proposes a sentiment-aspect-region
model with the information of Point of Interests
(POIs) and geo-tagged reviews to identify the
topical-region, topical-aspect, and sentiment for
each user; it also proposes an efficient online
recommendation algorithm and can provide
explanations for recommendations.
POI recommendation, user
recommendation, and aspect
satisfaction analysis in regions
can be achieved by this model.
Probability generative
model;
expectation-maximization
(EM)
[25]
It firstly divides tourism blog contents into
semantic word vectors and creatively uses the
frequent pattern mining and maximum
confidence to capture the neighborhood
relationships of the attractions in the tourist log.
Popular attractions and frequent
travel routes from massive blog
data analysis can be extracted,
and thus potential tourists can
schedule their travel plans
efficiently.
Term Frequency (TF);
frequent pattern mining;
maximum confidence
[55]
It proposes a negative review detection method
by adapting Structure Topic Model (STM); the
variation of document-topic proportions with
different level of covariates can be easily
determined.
It enhances our understanding
of the aspects of dissatisfaction
in text reviews.
STM
[95]
It employs text mining techniques to access
sentiment tendency which is incorporated into
an enhanced Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD++) model for model amendment also
with the temporal influence, such as seasons
and holidays on the tourists’ sentiments.
It can help alleviate the
cold-start problem effectively
and thus improve the tourism
recommendation system.
SVD++
[127]
It proposes a topic model which can judge
users’ sentiment distribution and topic
sentiment distribution in a topical tree format.
It offers a general model for
practitioners to determine why
users like or dislike the topics.
Hierarchical probability
generative model
[150]
It proposes a Topic Criterion (TC) model and
the Topic Sentiment Criterion (TSC) model to
calculate tourist profiles and item profiles, as
well as their matching degrees to achieve
recommendations.
It can be beneficial to tourism
recommendation and provide an
interpretation of users and item
profiles.
LDA; JST (Joint
Sentiment-Topic model)
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5. Outlook
Tourism big data in the form of text plays an important role in tourism applications. First of all,
tourism is a service system, emphasizing the sentiment or value experience of tourism individuals.
Text mining techniques have become indispensable to the sentiment judgment and value-oriented
analysis in modern tourism applications. Secondly, text mining techniques are experiencing a period
of rapid development and are achieving much improvement. Benefit from deep learning techniques
such as text classification and sentiment analysis have made many breakthroughs [159].
However, text mining techniques based on deep learning are often less practical in tourism due
to the requirements of deep learning for data volume and labeled data, and most of them only use
existing data to explore future tourism trends. Aiming at the problem of lack of existing standard
tourism corpus and the limitations of deep learning such as interpretability, this paper makes a detailed
analysis and puts forward some major trends of future tourism text data mining.
(1) Lack of domain corpus. The languages of the existing tourism corpora are mostly English and the
limited multi-language categories make the existing tourism corpora not universally adaptable.
In addition, the annotation of the tourism corpus often relies on manual labor, lack of system and
formativeness, and the scale of the corpus is usually small. How to automatically and effectively
construct a standardized large-scale multi-language tourism corpus has become one of the keys
to the successful application of tourism big data. Given the impact of publicly annotated data
sets on tourism big data mining and for the convenience of research, we summarize some of
the relevant publicly available text data sets currently in the tourism domain, with the data sets
described and the dataset sources listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Publicly available tourism data sets.
Name Description Source AccessedDate
Hotel_Reviews 515,000
It contains 515,000 customer reviews with
positive and negative aspects and ratings
of 1493 luxury hotels across Europe, as
well as the location of the hotel.
https://www.kaggle.com/
jiashenliu/515k-hotel-reviews-
data-in-europe
24 July 2019
TripAdvisor Hotel Review
Dataset
It contains 20,490 hotel customer reviews
and related review ratings.
https://zenodo.org/record/
1219899#.XFSETygzY2w 24 July 2019
Citysearch Restaurant
Review Dataset
It contains 35,000 food reviews and lists
representative words related to the
attributes of each entity. It also includes
3418 sentences with labeled sentiment
polarity for the attributes of each entity.
http://dilab.korea.ac.kr/jmts/
jmtsdataset.zip 24 July 2019
OpinRank Dataset
It contains 259,000 reviews of 10 different
cities (Dubai, Beijing, London, New York,
New Delhi, San Francisco, Shanghai,
Montreal, Las Vegas, and Chicago), each
city of which has approximately 80–700
hotels, with dates, comment title, and full
comment included.
https://github.com/kavgan/
OpinRank/blob/master/
OpinRankDatasetWithJudgments.
zip
24 July 2019
SemEval ABSA Restaurant
Reviews-English (2014–2016)
SemEval ABSA Hotels
Domain-English (2015–2016)
It includes multiple English data sets for
restaurants and hotels which are
composed of comments, with the
attributes (E#A pairs) and the target and
the corresponding sentiment polarities
marked.
http://metashare.ilsp.gr:8080/
repository/search/?q=SemEval 24 July 2019
SentiBridge: A Knowledge
Base for Entity-Sentiment
Representation
The dictionary contains a total of 300,000
entity-sentiment pairs, currently from the
three domains of news, travel, and
catering.
https:
//github.com/rainarch/SentiBridge 24 July 2019
ChnSentiCorp-Htl-unba-10000 It contains 7000 positive and 3000negative hotel reviews in Chinese.
https:
//download.csdn.net/download/
sinat_30045277/9862005
24 July 2019
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Table 7. Cont.
Name Description Source AccessedDate
TourPedia
It contains two main data sets: Places,
and reviews about places. Places contains
accommodations, restaurants, attractions,
and points of interest, and each place is
descripted with address, location,
polarity, etc. Reviews about places has
some auxiliary information such as rating,
time, polarity, place, etc.
http://tour-pedia.org/about/
datasets.html 24 July 2019
Museum reviews from
TripAdvisor
It contains 1600 museum data including
address, category, review, rating,
popularity, etc.
https://www.kaggle.com/
annecool37/museum-data 24 July 2019
Recently, knowledge transfer has attracted a lot of attention, with attempts to transfer the
knowledge learned from the existing large-scale data to the target task to reduce the demand for the
target data, and plays a decisive role in putting future research of tourism big data mining into practical
applications. At present, transfer learning has made good progress in cross-domain feature extraction
and sentiment analysis [160]. For the lack of training data, scholars have proposed some transfer
learning models such as few-shot, one-shot and zero-shot, which can learn the relevant features of
the data for classification prediction if the training samples in the target area are not provided or only
provided a small, and they have achieved good results in the text data mining [161,162]. Recently, the
pre-trained BERT model shows great advantages in multi-language and multi-task transfer learning,
without substantial task-specific architecture modifications, which makes transfer learning widely
applicable to the text mining.
Meta-learning also achieves outstanding results in response to the problem of too little training
data in the target domain. The goal of meta-learning is to train a model on multi-task and to obtain
common attributes that adapt to a new task, reducing the need for pre-trained data. For example, for the
problem of fuzzy learning tasks with the small sample in NLP field, an adaptive metrics meta-learning
method has been proposed, which automatically captures the best-weighted combination of metrics
from the meta-training task [161].
In addition, the use of semi-supervised and unsupervised learning methods can also reduce the
dependence of labeled data. Studies [163] have pointed out that when multilingual transfer learning
such as BERT, unsupervised models, and meta-learning are combined, the areas with fewer data
resources are very promising.
(2) Limitations of deep learning. The first one is poor interpretability. For a long time, deep learning
has been lacking in rigorous mathematical theory, and it is impossible to explain the quality of
the results and the variables that lead to the results. In the tourism domain, the interpretable
performance of deep learning is more conducive to discover knowledge and understand the
nature of the problem, thus the practitioners can make operational service adjustments. The use
of attention mechanisms in deep learning also provides an interpretable channel for deep learning.
However, for deep learning itself, it still seems to be a black box problem. Some scholars also
consider using the knowledge graph to eliminate the semantic gap between NLP and deep
learning, which will provide vital support for deep learning interpretability in the future.
The second is the limited expression capability. Text information extraction can be realized by
multiple feature learning layers of deep learning model. However, as the complexity of the model
increases, the learning ability strengthens, but there exists an over-fitting problem. This problem can be
solved by acquiring massive data to a certain extent, while the lack of labeled data and the finiteness of
hierarchy in deep learning models restricts the learning ability of deep learning. Currently, transfer
learning is an effective way to solve this problem. Besides, some scholars, such as Professor Zhou
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Zhihua, have considered the use of non-differentiable models to enhance the expressive ability of deep
learning aiming at simulate the diversity of the real world, which is a great challenge for deep learning.
(3) The future trend of text corpus-based tourism application. Tourism has a high degree of social
nature. It uses the text information shared in social network media to explore the new vitality of
tourism services or develop products by feedbacks from tourists, which is the general way of
tourism text data mining currently. Tourism personalized recommendation is a significant and
potential direction because it caters to current social needs. However, in tourism recommendation,
the cold start problem for tourists or tourism items has always been a difficult task for scholars to
explore, and thus fail to solve. Combined with other enriched multimedia content such as videos,
photographs, text, links to websites, etc., text-based recommendation will be enhanced [164,165],
which is also a supplement for addressing the cold start problem. Besides, how to dynamically
explore tourist preferences and how to explore the unknown or unfamiliar tourism area or travel
style for tourists will become a hot spot for future research.
This paper mainly reviews the automatic text mining techniques in NLP, which can assist people
to acquire information from a large of text data. Text generation techniques will also be necessary for
future tourism development and application. From tourism recommendations, NLP is transitioning to
the process of assisting people in understanding, which will provide a decisive or interpretable way
for tourism. In the future, with the improvement of interactive NLP [166], the machine will be able
to understand human language more accurately and communicate more naturally with users, thus
providing tourists with real-time intelligent answers and suggestions. In the future, reinforcement
learning (RL) [167] will give a powerful impetus to tourism big data because it can adapt to the instant
changes in the environment.
For the convenience of readers, we summarize the main key methodologies of the text mining
techniques in the surveyed papers in Table 8:
Table 8. Main take-aways for the reader.
Main Take-Aways
Topic probability model is a basic model used in most topic extraction algorithms, which can be improved by
enhancing topic coherence of short texts or exploiting the sematic feature of words and text enabled by
deep learning.
Language models based on deep learning models such as CNN and RNN, etc., are widely applied in text
classification. Focusing on their requirement for abundant labeled data for supervised learning, many
strategies have been proposed such as co-training, training samples extension, meta-learning, and
transfer learning.
One of the mainstream trends in sentiment classification is to exploit the attention mechanism in deep learning.
Based on the study of sentiment targets or sentiment aspects, the sentiments can be more fine-grained and
interpretable, which is more conducive to practical application analysis.
K-means is a method often commonly used in text clustering due to its small time complexity. Optimization of
initial clustering points, improvement of text representation, and optimization of objective functions are all
popular aspects of improvements to K-means-based text clustering.
6. Conclusions
Big data analysis is changing the operating mode of the global tourism economy, providing
tourism managers with deeper insights, and infiltrating into all aspects of tourist travels, while driving
tourism innovation and development [168]. Tourism text big data mining techniques have made it
possible to analyze the behaviors of tourists and realize real-time monitoring of the market. As the
key technique of text analysis, NLP is experiencing a period of vigorous development. Both machine
learning and current deep learning with high achievements have been greatly applied in NLP. The deep
learning language model provides a general learning framework, which can flexibly represent the
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text, and can be easily extended to different network models—such as standard methods CNN, LSTM,
GRU, and various variants of standard methods—which laid the foundation for the deepening of the
deep learning theory in the NLP field, and thus provided a solid theoretical basis for the improvement
of the text corpus-based tourism big data mining.
This paper systematically summarizes current and potential applications of big data text mining
techniques in Internet tourism economy and provides some guides for further research in tourism big
data analysis. At present, most of the existing studies on tourism big data mining tend to be driven
by data and algorithm innovation. However, tourism data analysis and service evaluations without
considering the subjective nature of tourists may be inherently biased. Personalized subjective analysis
and evaluation methods, such as Kansei engineering, widely use product evaluation [169], and thus
have big potential in tourism big data analysis. Combining data-driven methods with tourism domain
knowledge, such as the considering of domain-specific words [170], is also another direction that needs
exploration in the future.
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